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Day 1 – 8 May 2017, Monday - Reno
 Rooster arrives a few hours before the presumed
brothers Krauss, retrieves the Toyota 4Runner
rental and makes his first big win at the Grand
Sierra Resort. Our Indy flight is the only one
waiting at baggage claim, and it doesn’t take us
long to retrieve our bags. Checking into the Silver
Legacy is no problem for John and myself, but
Rooster has to do some fast talking to convince
Kaylah that he isn’t with the Coast Guard
convention and that he isn’t checking out on
Thursday. She takes his paperwork to the back
room to try and find his reservation. Kaylah may
have been a little grossed out by talk of spooning
in a shared room if they couldn’t find Rooster’s reservation. The Coast Guard reunion was
ongoing at the Silver Legacy, and we discuss crashing their festivities, with the assumption
that those guys know how to party. We get rooms 1939/1940.




First stop is the Reno Nugget for the
annual sacrificial offering of 10 lbs. of
potatoes and the never disappointing
‘Awful Awful’ burger.

We pause at the Reno Arch for the obligatory pictures and attempt a screen capture of the
Virginia Street Webcam on my tablet. It’s more difficult than I imagined, with the washed out
screen and the time delay.
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We head down to the Cal-Neva and play at the outback casino annex. I have perhaps my
best start ever, winning $250 at a $5 double deck game. After cashing out, I watch as an
obnoxious drunk is invited to leave the casino.



Back at the Silver Legacy, Javier seems to be bored with our play at the blackjack table. $5
double deck.

Day 2 – 9 May 2017, Tuesday – Verdi, Reno
 With Tuesday being “National Wear Your Former Employer’s Shirt to the Casino Day”, I wear a
Boeing shirt and John, a Raytheon shirt. Roy explains that all his Avaya shirts have been
rendered unwearable after being used to clean toilets, but does come up with a Lucent shirt.


We start the day at the café across from the Brews Brothers. Michael Jackson’s birthday
numbers fail me at the Keno game. We stroll on down to the Sands Regency, and play at a
$5 shoe game. There is talk of visiting the Diamond’s Casino, but the designated driver isn’t
biting.



We decide to hit a couple of the outlying casinos with the first stop being the Boomtown
Casino in Verdi (apparently pronounced VUR-dye by the locals, not VUR-dee as I always
have). John makes mention of Dr. Phil whom we crossed paths with a couple of trips ago.
The dealer is very much aware of the good doctor. She relates that the Doc was convicted of
embezzling money from an elderly person for whom he was a caretaker. She remembered
him well from his play. We explain about our yearly trip and how we like to hit everything in the
area. She wanted to know why in the world we would visit Fallon on vacation. We tell our
story to the second dealer, Ron. I tell him about my ‘Trip Report’ and I ask if the pit boss would
be willing to take a picture of us at the table. He calls her over, and she happily takes our
picture. I “sneak” a picture of dealer Ron.
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Next stop is the Bonanza, north of UNR. The Branding Iron Cafe is serving a quite tasty
burrito. The waitress gets a generous tip after serving up a generous round of ‘Sugar’s and
‘Honey’s directed at us.



On to the Peppermill where we play some $5 single deck with dealer Kelly who is stressing
her vest buttons to the limit.



We head back downtown, park and head toward the River Walk area. After a brief stop in the
Sierra Street Antique Mall, we make our way to the Truckee River. The river is roaring, with
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kayakers practicing in the rapids. We have dinner and enjoy the patio seating at the Silver
Peak Grill and Taproom


Back downtown at the Circus Circus, most tables are full, and we mill
around a closed table long enough to get the pit boss’s attention who opens
up a $5 single deck game for us. We threaten to call security after the dealer
hits four blackjacks in quick succession.



We research the Coast Guard motto, so we can fit in when we crash their
festivities. It’s something similar to Semper Petraeus, so that becomes out
motto for the trip – Semper Petraeus, Brother, which is accompanied by a
secret hand signal.

Day 3 – 10 May 2017, Wednesday – Carson City and Crystal Bay
 After a bagel stop at the mezzanine coffee shop, we head to Carson City and the Nugget. A
friendly dealer, Starla, tells tales of previously working at the Diamond’s Casino – she says that
the manager took good care of her and only allowed her to work the safer day shift; you don’t
use the public bathrooms there because that’s where the drug buys and use occurred
regularly; don’t use the elevators because that’s where the working girls took care of business.
Rooster still isn’t convinced that we should visit. Starla asks for nicknames, and we supply
Rooster, Gomez and Tie Rod. At one point, Gomez asks if he should hit his hand of 21.


We head on over to the Crystal Bay Casino where pit boss, Doug, is serving up a ration of
abuse to dealer, Maria. She seems mostly able to ignore his talk of finding her a job with the
avalanche patrol that just lost a worker last week. Doug says that his cardiologist told him that
she had to go, that she was trying to kill him. She says under her breath that she hasn’t tried
hard enough. With our second dealer, we inquire about Ginny and learn that she hasn’t retired
yet but is off Wednesdays and Thursdays. The dealer says that he will let Ginny know that the
boys from Missouri were asking about her. We inquire about Colleen, and find out that she no
longer works at the Crystal Bay. On his way to an all time session high, Rooster scores two
bottles of wine with suited blackjacks, and John and I each win one. Doug lets us know that
we won last year, and he’s watching us.



We check on any Cal-Neva progress, and it’s a ghost town with no visible signs of progress
since last year and no construction activity at all.



We travel over to Tahoe City, CA and check out the pier where we ate two years ago. The
water level is considerably higher than previous trips. The same cool large scale photographs
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are for sale. On the return trip from the pier we walk along the lake back to the main drag. We
pass Shirtless Guy being videoed by his buddy as he plunges repeatedly in the lake and
exclaims “This is freedom, man!” The best we can figure is that he’s a recent parolee and is
enjoying his new found freedom, man. We eat at the Tahoe Mountain Brewery and enjoy the
patio seating. After a tee shirt purchase, we make our way back to Carson City and hit the
Max Casino (the former Carson Station). Once again, a table is opened up just for us. - $5
double deck. We’re talked into players cards which come with $15 in credits. The credits can
be played at the slots, with a dollar to prime the machine. I win $24 on the slots, John wins
$29 and Roy $6. John also wins $16 in a drawing at the blackjack table.



We head back home and try the
Silver Legacy for a bit. The
smoldering dog turd at the next table
does nothing to ease my nausea, and
I cut my play short for the night.

Day 4 – 11 May 2017, Thursday – Sparks,
Fernley, and Fallon
 We head to Sparks with the first stop
being Rail City. As are most casinos
during the week, the Rail City is
almost dead. The dealer tells us that
they recently raised their table
minimum from $3 to $5 and
everybody moved their play to the
Western Village. We’re joined at the
table by a Mr. “Don’t Call Me Sir”
Wassermann. He says that a relative
of his is the Dr. Wassermann that
came up for the test for syphilis. On
one hand he requests ‘German birth
control’ and gets a nein the hard way.
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At the Western Village it appears that we were given the straight skinny on the migration of
the cheap players from the Rail City to here. All the tables have $2 limits and are all full. We
loiter around a closed table for some time, but the pit boss obviously doesn’t recognize us and
doesn’t open a table.



On to our favorite Sparks dive, the Petro Truck Stop and Alamo Casino. After playing for a
while at Kris’ table, we ask if she recommends the buffet. After a second, she realizes that this
is a test and recognizes us from our previous visits. She asks the floor person how she
responds to questions about the buffet, and her response was that she ‘tells the truth”, not
wanting to piss off customers. We’re joined by Sandy the truck driver from Ohio who is waiting
for her clothes to finish washing. There’s no cutting of the single deck by the players, but after
several rounds of brutal action, Kris sneaks in a few cuts of the deck by us. At some point she
has to excuse herself from the table to take a phone call from her high school daughter who
forgot her swimsuit for her meet.



We head on over to the other side of the interstate for a stop at the Nugget (no longer John
Ascuaga’s Nugget). The Nugget is undergoing significant renovation with a large portion of the
floor space cordoned off. We play for a while with a crazy Asian lady at 3rd base. Her
husband comes and goes and at one point tries to take her Royal Match winnings. The dealer
is less than amicable and we don’t play long.



We head east to Fernley. Having gotten differing reports on the availability of table games in

Fernley, we’re not quite sure what to expect. Happily we find a friendly game at the Fernley
Nugget with a nice and entertaining dealer named Alex. The table limits are $2 min to $25
max. We arrive at 3:50 and are told that the blackjack table isn’t open until 4:00, so we
entertain ourselves with video poker until the table opens up. I score a big 80 cents at the
video poker machine. We’re welcomed to the blackjack table with the question, “So what
brings you to Fern-tucky?” Alex’s shtick is to loudly clap whenever she busts. The first time
almost knocks us out of our seats. We hear a second clap in a couple of minutes, but then not
another one for at least 45 minutes. The casino is fun and relaxed. A gentleman joins us at
3rd base. Twice when he has to take a phone call, the pit boss plays his hand and wins each
time. When I have to buy in a second time, Alex calls it the “dig of shame”. What I hope was
good natured ribbing of her husband, Alex says he: won’t let her dig in the yard to plant her
tree; it’s all about him; and he’s frequently premature. Upon leaving, she tells us to have fun in
“Fall-abama”. [My notes say $10/$11 – don’t know what that means]
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Next stop Fallon, and the Fallon Nugget. It’s a small, dingy casino with one blackjack table.
The table isn’t open and we stand around in the shadows waiting on it to open, and as it turns
out the dealer is waiting on players to open it. I’m spotted
checking out an ashtray with the Nugget logo by a waitress.
Obviously recognizing an ashtray thief, she asks me if I would
like a clean one from the store room to take home. She
returns a short time later with a brand new, out of the box
ashtray. She lets the dealer know that we’re waiting on the
blackjack table, and it’s opened up right away – we’re starting
to feel our clout in Northern Nevada. The dealer appears to
be new and nervous. A lady introduced as the casino
manager sits behind the table and talks about the current
flooding situation and all the stupid stuff that the city does for
flood mitigation. Table limits here are $2 to $50. The sumo
wrestler who started out scrutinizing the blackjack action,
leaves to deal poker at the tournament underway behind us.



It’s a windy day in Churchill County, and Fallon has me flashing back to Ridgecrest with the
wind whipping around a scrubby high desert town. We find a $2 six deck game at our next
stop, Stockman’s Casino. Stockman’s is a nice, clean, small casino serving Sierra Nevada
draft. When asked what brings us to Fallon, and the answer being vacation, the next question
is, “Vacationing in Fallon?!!?”.
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Back home at the Circus Circus, I notice that all the dealers seem to be of differing foreign
persuasions - not that there’s anything wrong with that. Playing into the night we’re variously
joined by: a nice young man from Hawaii attending UNR for an education degree; 21 st Birthday
Girl who fumbles for a long time trying to find an ID that isn’t expired; and a group of four (fun
not obnoxious) rowdy guys. $5 Double Deck.



At the Silver Legacy, a convention of bikers has overtaken the hotel.

Day 5 – 12 May 2017, Friday – Carson City, Minden, Topaz Lake, Yerington
 Friday morning is quite brisk with the temperature in the 40s. The Peppermill buffet doesn’t
have the annoying rain forest sound effects that I had remembered from last trip. We make a
pass through the table area, but can’t spot dealer Kelly from Tuesday.


We head to Carson City and the Gold Dust West. We arrive at 11:20 and wait out in the
parking lot until 11:30 when we can check in for our return flight the next day. We play some
double deck with dealer, J.D., who I recognize from a previous trip. A couple of rowdy Oriental
ladies get a single deck table opened for them. A couple from Tampa, FL are playing at our
table, and the husband says that they recently sold their house and are now living out of an
R.V.



On to the Fandango for a $5 single deck game. With six players, the first dealer deals two
rounds and the replacement dealer only deals one round. The pit boss seems to be
scrutinizing the action.



At the Carson Valley Inn, we once again exercise our clout and get the $10 table reduced to
$5 after some minimal whining. We ask dealer Cara if Charlee is still working there. Cara
says that she is indeed still working there, but is on vacation and is currently out of town. Cara
is watching Charlee’s biting dogs. The pit boss seems to be preoccupied with other games.
After John leaves the table, he comes by to ask if he cashed out and we report that he left a
broken man. After I leave the table, Roy later has to report my results. When cashing out, I
ask about a gift shop and am told there is none but that the snack shop sells some items. I
find a hat and wait in line behind a couple ordering soup and chili. When I make it to the front
of the line, the cook comes out and asks if I want oyster crackers or regular crackers. I opt for
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the oyster crackers and then pay for my hat, and the cook has a good laugh at herself. Back in
the casino, I point out the shop to Rooster, who is also served crackers with his hat purchase.


We find all the casinos to be a lot busier on Paycheck Friday. It’s déjà vu all over again as we
make our way to the Topaz Lodge and eat at the diner, order Flamethrower burgers and a
pulled pork sandwich. At the tables, there are several guys at each table some playing two
hands, so we decide to head on to Yerington.



At the Pioneer Crossing, the one open blackjack table is completely full. We loiter about the
second table until the pit boss explains that they’re short of dealers that night and can’t open
the table. We’re careful to not make a U-Turn in reverse as we leave town.
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Back home downtown and at the Circus Circus, no “Anglo” dealers are to be seen once
again. A replacement dealer who I think may not be foreign born, turns out to be a crazy
Guatemalan lady. Birthday Girl is spotted playing across the pit

.
Day 6 – 13 May 2017, Saturday – Reno
 Rooster packs his Crystal Bay wine for the trip home, and John and I contribute ours to the
cleaning staff. Not being able to use the Express Checkout on the television, we check out at
the front desk. Luckily, Kaylah is not working the early shift and we are able to make a hasty
exit. We find a gas station close to the Diamond’s Casino (Roy still won’t stop for a visit) and
make our way to the airport.

Parting thoughts:







Lots of snow could be seen in the mountains all around, and the Truckee was roaring.
The “Friends vs. Family” test was guessed wrong probably 5/1.
The “Which Brother is Older” test was guessed wrong 100% of the time, with the only logical
conclusion being that prolonged dealing of blackjack causes myopia.
As was experienced last trip, Paycheck Fridays are busy casino days.
Thursday and Friday were coolish and windy, but overall the weather was great.
Everyone came out roughly even or ahead gambling, and I had my best ever Reno trip: +$425.
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